Issues and barriers to development of clinically useful tumor markers: a development pathway proposal.
There are few tumor markers that are clinically useful in predicting therapeutic responses or patient outcomes despite nearly 20 years of advances in molecular biology. We discuss a variety of issues and barriers that have affected movement of clinical tests from research into clinical practice. Studies of new markers frequently lack clear hypotheses and are generally underpowered to reach statistically valid conclusions. Relevant clinical endpoints may not be possible to evaluate, often leading to suboptimal study designs. Major stumbling blocks exist because studies are rarely comparable. This makes it difficult to determine why results vary from study to study. It also prevents pooling of small datasets for analysis. We propose a tumor marker development pathway that we think will be more efficient and effective. The pathway depends on developing statistically valid study designs, focusing on assay refinement and standardization early in the process, including assay details in publications, and providing data in a format that allows comparison with other studies. The process described should be applicable to development of new technologies that include analysis and interpretation of large, complex datasets. The proposed marker development pathway will require thoughtful refinement and expansion, but it should begin a productive dialog.